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Vinyl products are essential in the ongoing fight against COVID-19
INOVYN’s specialty grades of PVC are used in the production of vital medicine
packs and hospital equipment - from blood bags, protective gloves and surgical
wear, to tents for temporary treatment facilities. Our General Purpose PVC is
helping to make much-needed oxygen masks, ventilator tubes, goggles, face
shields and other protective clothing for front-line medical staff. INOVYN
continues production at all sites through the COVID-19 pandemic to ensure
customers receive the PVC required to make public health protection products.
We are pleased to play our part, along with our partners in the value chain, during this difficult time.
INOVYN and Liveo Research are in collaboration with Brussels University (FabLab ULB) and a large
network of companies to supply parts that manufacture protective face shields for health care workers.
Read more

Customer webinar for February
INOVYN continues to organise regular webinars for customers also in 2021!
The webinars, hosted by our technical experts, focus on specific topics concerning
specialty PVC resins and their efficient use in different applications. The webinars are
designed to help our customers understand the theoretical and practical aspects of
our products and how to improve specific applications.
Upcoming webinar: ‘Foaming of PVC plastisol part II: How to Bring your Paste PVC beyond the
limits’ - 3rd & 4th February 2021
Description: In this 2nd part, we will analyse what are the parameters to further improve your foams to
push the limits of your process (e.g. effect of mineral load and foaming agent etc.), and also how INOVYN
can help optimize your product. Read more

INOVYN expands sustainable biomaterials development across Europe
INOVYN is delighted to extend its certification from The Roundtable on
Sustainable Biomaterials (RSB) to include the production of BIOVYN from our
Jemeppe site in Belgium.
Read more

INOVYN retains Gold Merit status with Ecovadis
Ecovadis is recognised as one of the leading global independent assessors of environmental
and labour practices, ethics and supplier sustainability. In this most recent assessment,
INOVYN delivered a further 10% improvement on its overall score thanks to continued
progress during 2019 towards making INOVYN fully sustainable.
In particular, INOVYN improved its score associated with environment and labour/human rights
practices, putting it in the top 3% and 1% respectively for these categories of the 25,000 companies
assessed. Overall, INOVYN is in the top 3% of all companies assessed within its industry group.
Retention of our Gold Merit status is a clear indicator to our customers, suppliers and wider stakeholders
of the excellent progress we continue to make in this increasingly important area., Read more.
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